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Barrie Gilbert Quote: Start a new design with the data sheet.

Task for this week: The anatomy of an RFIC project

Review Smith Chart and Reflections as needed under:
  Short Course Notes
  Short Course 1:
     Reflections
     Scattering Parameters

Define Integrated Circuit:  A block that performs a particular function, commonly 
built as a planar module on a substrate using active and passive components and 
photolithography.  Once built, the integrated circuit may be treated as a block.

Progression: single device... SSI... MSI... LSI... VLSI... SOC... ellipses note deleted 
descriptive text.  Boundaries are ill defined between sub-disciplines and evolve 
over time.  This class will focus on SSI and MSI RFICs.

Define RFIC: An integrated circuit that operates on radio frequency signals and is 
measured and specified using RF techniques.  Input and output ports are often 50 
ohms, and RFICs are commonly fabricated on substrates with superior RF specs.

Step1: Sketch a data sheet
Step 2: Sketch a circuit that might perform the desired data sheet function
Step 3: Explore the proposed circuit at the bench and in the simulator
Step 4: Explore the proposed circuit in the simulator and at the bench
Step 5: Sketch a layout on the chosen substrate
Step a: Incorporate constraints imposed by frequency range, package, substrate
Step b: Simulate impact of package
Step 6: Fabricate
Step 7: First test for functionality
Step 8: Careful study of differences between expectations and performance
Step 9: Incorporate new understanding in modified design

Week 2 homework.  Look at example RFIC data sheets and sketch a 1 page data 
sheet for an RFIC that performs a single function.  Sketch an S-Parameter LTspice 
simulator and perform a simulation of a simple RFIC function.  Bring sketches and 
simulations to class week 3 and we will discuss as a group.


